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1922-1923 DEBATE SQUAD

Accomplishments of Men
on the Forensic Squad
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Rolands, Pasadena, Simpson,

Leonard McKaig (second year) who represented Pacific this y
veat
against Nevada and Modesto.
agaPnst r e Fresn? a g n e r

(second

year)

who

Proved his worth again

Robert Bernreuter (second year) Owen's teammate and repre-

sp A^&sar

°ABgie*' **•-*

Neil Parsons (first year) who in his first year has met Nevada,
a c h e r s ' F r e s n o State, Colorado Aggies and Modwto State

Paul Jackson (first year) with Hastings, San Jose State, Fresno,
and Modesto State to his credit.
Harold Milnes (first year) who, as well as managing has met
San Jose State, Modesto State, Fresno, and Willamette
George Burcham (first year) with Hastings and Fresno for ex
perience.
Willis Baldwin (first year) also with Hastings and Fresno
Chisson Stevens (first year) with experience on the Willamette
debate.
This squad is one of which Pacific can well be proud, and there
is material enough for the formation of two or more touring teams
of such caliber as to meet and defeat the best institutions in the
country. In fact, Pacific has met this year teams which are rec
ognized all over the country as being the best in the debating line
and nearly all of these contests have resulted in victory for old
Pacific.
Give the debating squad a chance and watch the nationwide name
which they'll make for Pacific in the forensic line.
o

Dual Debate With Modesto Tonight
Season to Close Tonight Against Modesto Jr. College

Reading from left to right and downwards the men are: Paul Jackson, Leonard
McKaig, A. C. Stevens, Willis Baldwin, Harold Milnes (Mgr.), George Burcham,
Oliver Norton (Coach), Neil Parsons, Robert Bernreuter, and William Owen

SAGEBRUSHERS GO DOWN
TO DEFEAT BY PACIFIC
Local Team Makes Successful Inva
sion into Nevada
The Southern Pacific train that left
San Jose at 6:50 P. M., Wednesday
evening, the 4th of April, carried on
it Pacific's debating team that was to
meet the University of Nevada at
Reno. Noon on Thursday saw Neil
Parsons and Leonard McKaig walk
ing the streets of the haven of di
vorces, wondering where to hang

their hats. Two o'clock and all was
well for they had located and invaded
the U. of N. campus and become ac
quainted' with the debate) manager
who was also a member of the team
that opposed the Orange and Black
youngsters. Immediately upon meetsome of the students, a hospitality
was evidenced toward the vistors
from the coast (to use a Nevada ex
pression), that continued through
out their stay and will not soon be
forgotten. Although a driving, cold
rain tried to dampen the reception ac
corded the Pacific boys the interest
in their comfort and welfare taken
by the Nevada fellows caused all
weather conditions to be overlooked.

Tonight will be held the last debate of Pacific's forensic season.
It will be a dual debate, with Modesto furnishing the opposition,
the negative team of each visiting the other institution. The ques
tion is of vital importance to those of us who are getting a new
(Continued on page 8.)

Lincoln Hall, the boys dormitory was
the home of the debaters while they
remained in Reno, and a real home
it was too, with its big reception room
brightened and enlivened with a
crackling, huge fireplace at one end.
After the Nevada boys had shown
Pacific's forensic team around and
through the village for which the
sagebrush state is noted ,they retired
for a good ten hours rest. (On the
train they had slept? together in an
upper berth). Mac didn't get his
though because he woke up in the
middle of the night to find his bed
covered with snow that had blown in
through the open window.

Friday morning was spent in sight
seeing around the campus. (There are
some good looking ones there too.)
At 11:30 the visiting team were guests
at a Student Body meeting at which
a proposed honor system was dis
cussed.
lhat evening the chairman, Gov
ernor Boyle of Nevada, announced
the question for debate to be "Re
solved: That the United States should
adopt the Cabinet-Parliamentary sys
tem of government, similar in prin
ciple to that in force in Great Brit
ain." For an hour and a half the
words flew back and forth. Then
(Continued on page 8.)
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Tfest a Hoke

Having just finished his sermon on
"Gossip and Slander," a minister in
V. G. HOWARD, *25 the suberbs announced the hymn, "I
Love to Tell the Story."
Manager

K. D. MacKENZIE, '25
Editor

Customer—This skunk coat is very
575 Emory St.
will it stand the rain?"
Telephone S. j. 3559-j fine,
Salesman—Madam, did you ever

615 Elm St.
Telephone S. J. 2247-J

see a skunk that carried an umbrella?

They tell us, after the faculty pic
nic, that the only reason Doc Harris
and Miss Burton are not married is
Ernest Lundeen that they have not had anyone to read
-Thelma Riedelbauch for them. What happened at that
Lucille Fox, Dorothy Bresse picnic r

EDITORIAL STAFF
—

Assistant Editor
News Editor
Conservatory
Circulation Manager.
Robert Bernreuter
Teacher (to small boy eating apple
Ted Worden
Assistant Business ManagerNancy Cothran behind his desk)—Tut, tut, tut!
Academy
Boy—Gee, teacher, I can't say his
News Staff—Robert Bernreuter, George Burcham, Paul Easterbrook, Will name either.
iam Green, Eleanor Ham, Richard Houghton, Elsie Jopson, Walline
Knoles, Neil Parsons, Wesley Stouffer.
"Naw—she's not two-faced."

May

2-1, 1923

CALENDAR
May 24—-Dual debate with
Modesto, debate here at 8:15
P. M.
May 25—A. W. S. meeting
after chapel; Classical Club
Pageant, Social Hall, 8:15 P. M.
May 27 The Creation, 3:15 P.
M.; S. S. 9:45 A. M„ Church 11
A. M.; E. L. 6:45 P. M.
May 28—Orchestra, 7:30-8:3!).
May 29—Jessie May Chris
tian, artist course.
May 30—Decoration Day, hol
iday all day.
May 31—Conservatory Edi
tion of the Weekly; Gym Cir
cus, 8 P. M.

DEBATE CALENDAR

"Zat so?"
The Editor of the Weekly will accept for publication communications of
"She wouldn't wear that one if she
January 14—Pacific 2; San Jose 1.
not more than 300 words in length when signed by the author. The Weekly were."—Froth.
March 26—Simpson College at Pa
will not assume the responsibility for the contents of any such communica
cific. One judge decides in favor of
tions. Such material must be handed to a member of the Staff on Tuesday
The young man was telling his Pacific
before the publication of the Weekly. The Editor reserves the right to
April 4—Williamette 3, Pacific 0.
reject any communications that are deemed contrary to the spirit of Pacific. sweetie how he had been attracted
to her.
April 6—Nevada 1, Pacific 2.
"You were a lovely flower,
and I
April 12 Colorado Aggies 2, Pacific
was a bee," he explained to her.
1.
For Rates on Advertising write or see Manager.
"I was a mouse and you were a
April 16—Occidental 0, Pacific 1.
piece of cheese."
Entered as mail of the second class at San Jose, California.
April—Redlands 3, Pacific 0.
And he wondered why she rose and
April—Pasadena 2, Pacific 1.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, 50 CENTS A SEMESTER
left the room.—The Southerner.
May 11—At Fresno: Pacific 2;
Fresno 1.
"Are you hungry, horsie?"
May 11—At Pacific: Pacific 2,
DEBATING AS A STUDENT ACTIVITY
"No, I always have a bit in my Fresno 1.
mouth."
May 24—Dual debate with Modes
College students have been accused of having no concern in the
to. Topic—League of Nations.
"That
fellow
down
the
street
claims
more serious matters of life, and of spending their entire time in the he's related to you, and says he can
. side-issues of their college experience. And it seems to work out in prove it."
the field of student activities. Athletic contests never fail to draw "Related to me? Why, the man's A Cappella Picnics
both aspirants and spectators. Debates have no attraction for a fool!"
at Alum Rock Park
"Of course! But that may be a
• either.. Something is wrong. If it is in the conduct of the affairs, mere
coincidence."
let us remedy it. If it is in the student mind, let us find the reason.
Skunk-laden Ozone Enjoyed (?) by
Songsters
. We are just concluding the most extensive and the most success First—Look at your shoes, and
ful season ever attempted at Pacific. The caliber of our opponents, your pa a shoemaker.
It has been the custom of Professor
Second—That's nothing, your baby
the Class of the work accomplished, has no parallel in the records has only one tooth, and your dad is Dennis to give a party to the mem
of our school. Our loudly vaunted athletic seasons-how does it a dentist.
bers of the choir after their annual
concert. But this year the old cus
compare with debating achievements? Run down the list of athletic
contests, and compare the schools with those we met in debate. Teacher—What letter comes after tom was broken and the choir had a
picnic at Alum Rock. Strictly speak
Simpson, Nevada, Occidental, Colorado Aggies, Willamette, Red- H?Richard Thomas—Dunno.
ing, however, it was a barbecue given
lands—these besides Teachers Colleges. We defeated the Teachers
Teacher—What have I on each side by the director.
At five o'clock Friday evening the
in every encounter. We have won, thus far, seven of twelve inter-col of my nose?
eating began and did not finish until
R. T.—Freckles.
legiate contests, and we expect to win the two remaining. This is
after seven. Judging from the time
our first year of real forensic effort.
Inebriate—Officer, is this J street? spent at the table one can readilv see
that an enormous amount of food was
Law—Yes.
How should debating rank as a student activity? Dr. Knoles
Inebriate—Will you direc' me to 45 consumed.
, has said that in the field of debating is the best opportunity for the I wanna
After the eating was finished those
go there for a lecture.
small college to show its ability. This year has demonstrated that
Law—But man, it's three in the who found it physically possible, en
Pacific has the ability. Next year presents a great possibility. How morning. There's no lecture there at gaged in the nerve racking pastime of
tag and hill climbing. They soon
will Pacific meet it? By limiting debating to the pitifully inade this hour.
Inebriate—Yesh, there is. I'm mar tired of this and all sat or stood
quate amount of $225 for the whole season's expenses? By allowing ried
around the fire and sang.
and I live there.
nine men to uphold the honor of the school in fifteen or more de
Those who are in the choir will al
"Abie, mein son, vy for you go der ways look back to the splendid fel
bates? By giving them audiences of fifty or less?
lowship found among the members
up two at a time?"
Next year in Peoria will be held the national convention of Pi shtairs
of the A Cappella Choir, and to the
"To save mein shoes, fader.'
Kappa Delta, of which we have a chapter. At that convention will "Veil, be careful you don't shplit patient and untiring work of Profes
sor Dennis.
be gathered representatives from colleges in Maine and California, your pantz,"

and-Texas and Michigan. Will Pacific be represented? We hope
so. We are hoping to send a delegation which shall enter the na
tional elimination contests, which decides the national chariipionship. There is necessary first a little support from the student body.
There is no lack of support from the faculty or administration.
There is opportunity for contests for women, with Mills, with
California, with Teachers Colleges. Are the women interested?
They have not responded.
The thing which is needed is support, in a financial way, but
more in that intangible fashion which makes athletics successful,
and which we call "college spirit." Let us quote from the student
paper of the University of Akron—"There is no reason why the de
bating team should not receive the same support as other organiza
tions representing the University. The debaters, more than any
other group, keep up the scholastic reputation of their college. They
represent the ideals upon which colleges are founded. It is the duty

and the privilege of every student to back the debating teams of the
college—
There is no question in the minds of students or faculty as to
value of debating, to those who participate. We need not here recite
the many advantages of such experience. Yet how many are ready
to take the opportunity? Many who could profit most, and serve the
college best, never appear. Next year we shall have opportunity for
at least fifteen men, and could profitably use twice that many, with
nearly as many women. We shall meet the same class of opponents,
in greater numbers, and with greater success, for we shall have this
year's experience to guide us.
What is Pacific going to do about it? What will the executive
committee do about it? What will the student body do about itWhat will you do about it? Shall we go on, or shall we give up.
—O. E. NORTON

j^ay 24, 1923.

PACIFIC VS. FRESNO
DEBATE AT FRESNO

interfere
joint.

with

some

inter-society seven minutes for Pacific to convince
two out of the three judges that the
• ^^out ^ o'clock on Thursday morn United States should not concel the
ing, May 11, 1923, Parsons at the allied war debts. Why should it?
wheel ot his famous "Baby Lincoln" Wagner proved that such action was
Two to One Decision Rendered in Alii lies attached to his brief case, and unnecessary. Parsons showed that
Wagner holding down the back seat cancellation was absolutely detriment
Favor of Pacifiicites
left for Fresno. Parsons took on al to America and Milnes knew be
about a dozen sinkers at Livermore yond a shadow of doubt that such a
To watch a group of debaters de and from then on seemed content policy would spell ruin for Europe.
part upon a foreign conquest a cas with the world. Beyond Atwater, a One very good poster accompanied
ual observer would merely think that town which undoubtedly must have the team homeward. It read: "Fres
they were going home for dinner or a very low tax rate, a siren shrieked no State College has football, Col
up town for a few moments. And and in accordance with the request lege of Pacific has basketball; we
w hen a team leaves early in the morn of the man in khaki uniform manipu must win this third activity." We did.
ing, as the debaters did who went to lating the motorcycle siren, the chauf
Every courtesy was shown the de
Fresno, a student might think the feur pulled up on the side of the road baters "by the representatives of the
group was preparing on the quiet to to be told that his speed had ranged College Student Body. Various in
follow the Seniors on a "Sneak" or to from thirty-one miles per hour to vitations to entertainments during
thirty-eight for the last six miles Friday afternoon and Friday evening
when it should have been between were regretfully refused by the team,
twenty and thirty-five, and especially which left Fresno about two in the
at Atwater not above twenty. Parsons afternoon and arrived at Pacific in
BE SURE IT'S
also failed to locate a driver's license; time to hear the home team, in the
Milnes kindly proffered to Parsons dual debate staged with Fresno, an
his, but that failed to satisfy the of nex a second victory.
ficer. After losing some time it was
finally agreed upon that the matter
would later be settled by correspond
If it appertains to music don't
ence. The team had lost its first de
bate. The only consolation the of
wonder where to get it—come
ficer had to offer was that if the ar
to
rest had been in Madera, Fresno
would have faced only a two man Interesting Pageant to be Given Fri
day Evening at 8:15 in Social
250 South First St.
team. The trip was made in five
Hall
hours
and
ten
minutes,
actual
running
(Opp. Beatty's American)
time, and as the distance is 179 miles
or Phone 299-W
it is clearly evident that Parsons must
Members of the Classical Club are
have been entirely innocent.
finding a great amount of pleasure in
Time went fast; meals for Parsons, working out the details of their pag
lizarding about the Hughes' lobby, eant. They only hope that those who
Phone San Jose 2601-J
which is almost a second home for gather with them on Friday night in
BIGGEST—BUSIEST—BEST
Pacific men, Milnes preparing further Social Hall will enjoy it as much.
Perhaps our language has no more
data for the debate, going to bed
OWL SHOE HOSPITAL about eleven, (Wagner climbed out adequate translation for the name
at five the next morning) and ten than simply "The Glory of the Peo
SHOE REPAIRING
o'clock rushed around. By way of ple." Probably no language can com
All Work Guaranteed
suggestion, why not schedule a few pletely express in a single phrase the
44 E. San Fernando St.
San Jose of Pacific's home debates during complete idea of the pageant. The
people of all ages in their march up
chapel hours? It took just forty- ward, and the glory toward which
they strive—already shedding its
clear rays upon them from time to
time as they climb—this is the theme.
It is of interest to note that in
writing thq. episodes, particularly in
the case of the third one, Mrs. Bald
win has chosen words whose deriva
no thing could be more appropriate than
tion is from the native language of
the speaker, -wherever such choice
was feasible. Another sidelight is
that the most progressive character
SOUVENIR PACIFIC JEWELRY
in each episode is taken throughout
by the same man.
The characters in the five episodes
New line of Novelities just received.
are as follows:

F

ERGUSON'S
ER MUSIC

CLASSICAL CLUB TO
PRESENT GLORIA POPULI

For That Graduation Present!

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

Egyptian
High Priest
Ptalles

Frank Delamarter
William Owen

Grecian
Phone S. J. 4049-J

A. J. HECKENDORF

MT. HAMILTON CYCLERY,

Cleon
Hippias
Agathon
Slave

New and Second-hand Bicycles
San Jose, Calif.
238 The Alameda

SPORTING GOODS AND CUTLERY

Thomas
Rupert
Mary

SPORT SHOP
ROY P. EMERSON

Intelligent Service
44 East Santa Clara St., next to University Drug Co., San Jose

Local Forensic Artists Show Suprem
acy in Argumentative Ability
George Burcham was the first
speaker for the affirmative on the
question, "Resolved: That the United
States should cancel the Allied War
debts," when the Fresno State Col
lege debaters met the Pacific team on
the home platform on the evening of
May 11th. The Tiger forensic art
ists that assisted Burcham in uphold
ing the affirmative of the question
were Willis Baldwin and Paul Jack
son.
This word battle brought out in a
very convincing manner the marked
improvement all these men have made
since the beginning of the season this
year, when as a team they debated the
same question with the Hastings
School of Law, of San Francisco.
In the opening speech Mr. Bur
cham, by assuming a conversational
tone, at once established a friendly
relation with his audience. He showed
that the United States had a moral
obligation to Europe as the result of
the war and therefore the debt should
be cancelled. Mr. Baldwin, as the
second speaker, gave facts to prove
that cancellation was necessary; that
Europe could not pay the eleven bil
lion dollars owed to the United States.
He said in effect, that the only way
Europe could pay her debt was by an
excess of exports over imports, and
that this was impossible as the produc
ing power of Europe was greatly de
creased by the efforts of the war. In
the closing speech for the affirmative
Mr. Jackson showed how cancella
tion would injure both the countries
of Europe and the United States.
The boys from the Raisin City of
the south put up a strong argument
against cancellation, but were unable
to combat successfully a number of
the points advanced by the Pacific
talkers.
The second speaker for
Fresno was the weak link in their
team, the other two having convinc
ing deliveries and good arguments.
The decision was given to Pacific
by a two to one vote. The debate
was of more than ordinary interest as
Fresno has been the Orange and
Black's keenest rival throughout the
year. They won the C. C. C. football
championship, C. O. P. won the bas
ketball championship, and by winning
both ends of the dual debate Pacific
copped two out of three activities for
the year.
It is hoped that these two schools
will perpetuate the precedent set this
season, when for the first time they
opposed each other on the debate
platform.

Clarence Wagner
Frank Delamarter
George Knoles
Philip Farwell Best haircut at 515 Bank of San Jose.

•

Late Roman
Thorir
Tullius
Frieda

Phone San Jose 1044

PACIFIC DEFEATS FRESNO
ON LOCAL PLATFORM

Russell Shiras
Frank Delamarter
Ruth Brown

Old English
Dwight Curtis
Frank Delamarter
Constance McKee

Modern
Henry White
Robert Baldwin
Mr. Johnson
Frank Delamarter
Mrs. White
Alice Rager
The setting will be strengthened by
musical selections between episodes.
Everybody welcome. Social Hall,
8:15.

CHAPEL TALKS
Professor McCormick, now on the
faculty of the University of California
and aU°ne time filling the same ca
pacity at Pacific ,spoke for a short
time at the chapel exercises last Fri
day. He spoke very highly of Pa
cific's place in the educational world
and expressed a sincere desire that
this school would not again become
a university.
The College Quartet favored the as
sembly with a group of songs before
Professor McCormick, and also at
the close of his talk.

IN SAN JOSE ITS HEROLDS FOR SHOES
18-26 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
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After the decision

had been an

nounced Coach Nichols, of Redlands
REDLANDS WINS IN
complimented the Pacific team by
LOCAL DEBATERS DEFEAT PACIFIC LOSES TO
that theirs was the strongest
INTERESTING CONTEST saying
COLORADO
AGGIES
and most comprehensive affirmative
EXPERIENCED TEAM FROM
argument which he had heard in all
Local Team Loses First Debate in the seventeen debates in which his
Close Debate Decided Against
the
South
team had participated.
SIMPSON COLLEGE IOWA
Pacific
The debate was held in the Firsi
Although this forensic bout ended

On Thursday, April 12th, a Pacific in a three to nothing decision for the Baptist Church of San Bernardino,
Berneuter and Owen Successfully Up team composed of Neil Parsons, Rob Baptists, it was by no means a one with an enthusiastic audience of three
hold Pacific's Banner
ert Bernreuter and William Owen sided fray.
„ -c
urn judges, the coach, the chairman and
Opening the fray for Pacific, Bill about a dozen others present. I n
met the Colorado Agricultural Col
Owen proceeded to build the affirm- spite of the bursts of oratory made
Although they were excellent ora lege in forensic encounter. the ative case of the question "Resolved: by both sides, the only time the audi
tors, the Simpson College debate team question was "Resolved: That the That the United States adopt the Cab ence waxed enthusiastic was at the
from Iowa went down before the United States adopt a responsible inet-Parliamentary system of govern announcement of the decision.
clever headwork of Pacific s repre Cabinet-Parliamentary form of Gov ment.' The foundations of the case
The entertainment of our team was
The Colorado Aggies
sentatives, "Bob" Bernreuter and ernment."
were laid on the premise that inas of the most cordial character. Put
"Bill' Owen. Pacific upheld tile neg were represented by a strong aggre much as there were defects in the up at the best hotel the town boasts,
ative side of the Cabinet-Parliament gation. They also had the advantage present United States government, a the boys fared sumptuously. The
of having debated the question on
ary sytem question.
It may change was necessary. A mass of morning after the debate, Coach Nich
The Simpson boys, coming out of several previous occasions
evidence was produced to show that ols conducted a personally sight-see
a blizzard in Iowa, found California also be added that they had what
ing tour of Redlands and Smiley
was the case.
rather pleasant, says "Pinky" Par might be termed the popular side to this
Bob, continuing the affirmative ar Heights, from which the vista of the
sons who showed them the wonders the question. Theirs was the nega, of the Santa Clara Valley, via the his tive. Our debaters and those of other gument, showed that the proposed San Bernardino Range, with its snow
toric Ford. Driving up through the schools have debated with the greater plan would remedy the defects and capped Grayback and Old Baldy may
foothills and orchards the Iowans re success on the negative side of this was adoptable to American condi- be viewed to the best advantage.
marked on the marvelousness of the question. This can be explained in tions.
The team enjoyed meeting RedThe rebuttals were both masterly
prune trees and how, 'the prunes as much as the question is a rather
grow right on the trees," just as all novel one to the general public and and forceful, Bob with his wit, and lands, and in view of the outcome,
Bill with pertinent bits of informa we hope that Pacific may at some
not at first popularly received
true easterners do.
The debate was opened by Neil tion proceeding to destroy the nega future date have an opportunity to
Nevertheless, those Iowan boys
could debate and debate they did. The Parsons. Parsons as on other occa- tive case and build anew the affirma vindicate herself.
the place of first tive.
question, "Resolved: That the United sions well fitted
States should adopt the Cabinet-Par speaker. His style, a logical direct
liamentary system of Government, is appeal, readily stirred the interest of
one of national interest and debate. the audience. The first speaker of the
SHOES FOR MEN AND BOYS
10 per cent Off to Students
There are always people who object negative was also good but the gen
to the present state of affairs and eral impression left in the audience
sometimes they have well-founded was that he had not as yet met the
arguments. That, there are many of full argument of the first affirmative.
"EXCLUSIVE FOR YOUNG MEN AT MODERATE P. iCES"
the arguments for a change of g°y~ As the debate continued interest was
43 North First Street
Telephone 3S62-J
Near Victory theatre
ernment, was excellently brought by maintained and the judgment of the
audience hung in the balance.
the affirmative.
Robert Bernreuter has been heard
Mr. Rauch, of Simpson, opened the
discussion with a very finely delivered upon the Pacific platform on former
speech, pointing out clearly that there occasions and creditably upheld his
were inherent defects in the present reputation as a forceful debater.
system. However, his brilliant ora William Owen attracted admiration
tory was offset by the clever rebuttal for his keen thinking and splendid de
In the rebuttal speech his
of the first speaker of the negative, livery.
country,
Bob Bernreuter, who not only refuted closing statement "Our
many of his opponents arguments, founded by Washington, saved by
but also proved his part of the nega Lincoln and glorified by Wilson
tive case. The second speaker of the quite delighted the audience.
Perhaps the most forceful man for
affirmative, who was probably the
best speaker who has been heard on the negative was the third and last
the Pacific platform this year, made a speaker. Without doubt his logical
powerful speech, portraying the bene retort and constructive speech won
fits of a Cabinet-Parliamentary sys the day for the Colorado Aggies. The
tem. Bill Owen then spoke for the debate concluded leaving the impres
negative. His refutations and argu sion that it could hardly have been
ments were so clear and concise as to closer and have warranted a decision.
There were several features to the
completely outclass his opponents.
The rebuttal, always the best part arrangement of the debate that were
of the debate to many people, proved unfavorable to a good debate. The
to be as exciting as the last five min Colorado team found it necessary to
utes of a close basketball game. leave on an early train and as a re
Words came fast and furious, but sult had to cut the time for speaking
here again it was not the oratory that and also limit the rebuttals to one
won, but the pointed, convincing re speaker for each side.
The College of Pacific has greatly
futations.
The Pacific men showed outstand increased the interest in debating this
ing ability in analysis and clear under season and among those new ac
standing of the question. Bob, while quaintances won in this activity the
not having the oratorical style of relationship we now hold with the
speaking of the Simpson fellows, Colorado Aggies is prized. This is
nevertheless proved more than their our first encounter with this school
equal in real honest to goodness head- and Pacific looks forward to con
work, which after all is the prime tinued relationships with it in the fu
ture.
requisite of good debating. Owen,
being a preacher and having a great
deal of practice, was able to put up
EMENDIA
his speech in a very smooth, easy
tone. His arguments were clear and
Emendia held a very interesting
carried a very convincing appeal. Per business and program meeting last
Friday. After discussing several im
suasive, yes, and logical also.
At Simpson's suggestion, a new portant business matters the follow
ing program was given:
system of judging was used. An ex
Quotations—My most embarrasing
pert judge, Professor Arnold Per- experience. Vocal solo—Hulda Reusstein, debating coach of the Univer ser. A story—Helen Moody. Piano
Impromp
sity of California, was the judging solo—Winifred Beckley.
tu—-Lucille Huffaker. Critic's report
critic of the evening. He gave a defi
—Josephine Tillman. Emendia Song
nition of an ideal debate as he under —By all Emendians.
stood it, compared to edial with the
debate of the evening, then gave his
LEADING TAILOR
"My husband is a deceitful wretch."
reasons for the decision he rendered,
"What makes you think that?"
at the same time offering a number of
"Last night he pretended to be
suggestions for improvement on the lieve me when he knew I was lying
part of the different debaters.
to him."

PACIFIC SHOE STORE

WARNING!!
There is Danger in
Procrastination

Order That Suit For Graduation

NOW

Special Inducement to Students

Made Right When Made
by

42 North First Street
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NOTICE

All photographs for reproduc
tions in school paper and Year
S. J. 783 Book made complimentary to
Students and Faculty of the Col
lege of the Pacific.

DR. MALCOLM DONALD
OPTOMETRIST
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82 So. Second St.
San Jose, Ca.1.
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Candies and Ice Cream

A New and Complete

MAP
of California

The most complete and comprehen
sive state map of California ever pub
lished is just now coming from the
press. It is made entirely from new
engravings and is printed in a beauti
fully blendid color scheme of

7 Colors
Luncheon Parties
120 South First

S. J. 2198

Neither time nor expense has been
spared in making this the most use
ful and usable map of California ever
published. It is complete in every de
tail.
Shows
counties,
townships
and
range lines, steam railways, electric
railways, all cities, towns, viljages, for
est reserves, Indian reservations, bird
reserves,
National
parks,
water
courses, mountains and other natural
features.
Completely
indexed
on
front surface. Automobile highways a
special feature.

An opportunity to make
Big Money This Summer
Through a well-organized selling
campaign we have already arranged
to cover the entire state. But there
are openings for a few more high
grade college students.
If you wish
to earn big money get in touch with
us.
Address advance orders and cor
respondence to

National Map Co.
South Second
NEXT TO HALE'S
Make our Stand your Stand. ..Always
at your service with pep and snap

Box 124
Sacramento

A. W. S. POINT
SYSTEM REVISED
At the meeting of the A. W. S. last
Thursday morning, certain needed
changes in the Point System were
made. The girls have learned by ex
perience where improvements could
well be made, and are now able to
adapt the system more nearly to Pa
cific's needs.
The changes that have been made
are: The giving of points to the in
dividual members of the A. W. S.
ex-committee,
according
to
the
amount of time consumed in the dis
charge of the duties of each office;
members of the basketball team now
receive two points; points for mem
bers. of the point system committee
have been changed from five to four;
also, all minor committee work has
been omitted and only major commit
tee work will count toward the maxi
mum number of points a girl may
hold. It is hoped that in omitting the
minor committees, the presidents of
the different organizations will co
operate by appointing various mem
bers on committees and not over
working any one person.
The Point System now reads as
follows; Number of permanent points
that can be held are:
Seniors, 19; Juniors, 15; Sopho
mores, 10; Freshmen, 8.
Students holding the maximum
number of points may do committee
work not exceeding two majors dur
ing a semester.
Permanent points are:
President of A. W. S., 10. Presi
dent of Y. W. C. A., 10. Editor of the
Naranjado, 10. House President, 9. Y.
W. C. A. Cabinet, 7. Ex. Committee,
A. S. C. P., 7. Ex Committee A. W.
S.: Vice-President, 5; Secretary, 7;
Treasurer, 7; Exchange Bureau, 3;
Athletic Manager, 7; Song Leader, 3;
Senior Advisory Chairman, 5. News
Editor of the Weekly, 7. Society
President, 7. Society Officers: VicePresident, 5; Treasurer, 5; First Di
rectors, 5; Secretary. 5; Correspond
ing Secretary, 4; Other Officers, 2.
House Committee members, 3. Nar
anjado Staff, 3. Class President, 2.
President of Departmental Club, 2.
Members of Point System Commit
tee, 4. Member of Basket ball Team,
2.

Major committee work consists of:
Parts in Dramatics; Student Affairs
Committee; Senior Advisory Com
mittee; Class officer other than Presi
dent; Club officer other than Presi
dent; Student Body Reception Com
mittees; A. W. S. Reception Com
mittees; Intersociety Reception Com
mittees; Y. W. C. A. Tea Committees.

FOREIGN CLUB
The first open meeting of the For
eign Club was held Friday evening in
Social Hall.
Mr. Chan, president of the society,
gave the opening speech, in which he
stated that the aim of the club was
to bring about a closer and. better
understanding between nationalities,
both in a social and educational man
ner.
A very interesting program, educa
tional and otherwise—according to
how much Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Tagalog (Filipino) or Spanish a per
son understands, was rendered. A
member representing each nationality
gave a speech and a song in his na
tive tongue. Three guests, as rep
resentatives of the United States,
were also on the program. Linna
Jarman gave two piano selections,
Katherine Hewitt also gave a piano
selection and Pete Knoles sang "La
Paloma."
A large number of guests were
present, including Dean and Mrs. Ab
bott, Mr. and Mrs. Alarcon, and Miss
Roth, of the faculty.
Delicious refreshments were served
and the evening program ended in in
formal conversation and congratula
tions to the members of the new club.
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PACIFIC PLAYERS
Monday evening at their regular
meeting, the Pacific Players held their
annual election, choosing a staff of
officers that promises to be very ef
ficient. Ed Malone, who has done a
great deal of excellent work managing
the stage and lights for Pacific Play
ers in the past, was chosen to occupy
the presidential chair for the next
year, with the assistanceship of Joy
Van Allen as vice-president. The
other officers chosen were Lucy
Woodhouse, for secretary; Richard
Houghton, treasurer; Henderson McGee,
sergeant-at-arms;
Kathryn
Wood, librarian; A1 Fisher, reporter;
and Ocea McMurray, custodian of
properties. With such excellent of
ficers, Pacific Players is assured of a
very busy and successful year. After
a few minor motions had been passed
the meeting adjourned with congratu
lations to the new officers.

Y. W. C. A.
Tuesday, the Y. W. C. A. had a
very interesting meeting.
Eleanor
Ham sang "Spring is a Loveable
Lady," then Catherine Hewitt played
a piano solo. Jean Madsen and Ethel
Rand lead the discussofn, on the Pa
cific Honor Spirit, into various
branches. Also how to keep that
spirit here on the campus by refrain
ing from committing such acts which
violate the Honor System.
In the afternoon the Y. W. C. A.
cabinet entertained the San Jose
Teachers College Y. W. C. A. cabinet
Misses Hoyt, Springbourg and Clark
were the guests of honor.
Edith Knoles sang and Dorothy
Knoles played a piano solo. Then
both cabinets discussed their depart
mental work during the year, and ex
changed suggestions for different
plans of the work. Tea and cookies
were served and the meeting ad
journed.

FRENCH CLUB
"Last but not least" might well be
said of the French Club meeting on
West Lawn last Wednesday evening.
The usual form of meeting was done
away with, and all the members gath
ered at the dinner hour, with their
lunch baskets. A cheery "bonfire
served as a warming element as well
as to cook the coffee and dogs.
The large quantities of food were
thoroughly enjoyed except Sy a few
who were in danger of starvation be
cause they could not think of the
proper French word for what they
wished to eat. Many had to leave
early because of chorus but a small
group remained around the fire for
several hours, telling their favorite
stories and listening to those of the
lastest edition of "College Humor" as
read by Lloyd Case.

PI KAPPA DELTA
A year of Pi Kappa Delta has
meant much to forensics at Pacific.
Under the presiding of Coach Norton
the local chapter has been the in
spiration to the old members to work
for higher standing in the Order, and
the incentive to candidates to be en
rolled in its ranks.
It was largely through the local
chapter that we were able to bring
to Pacific's platform teams from
Simpson, Iowa; Willamette, Ore.;
and Colorado Aggies, Calorado. It
will be because of Pi Kappa Delta
that we will be able to put across the
program of next year.
Six new student members were ini
tiated last night (Wednesday) and a
new cabinet installed. With this new
life and leadership the chapter aims
to first equal, and then, if possible,
exceed the record achieved during the
past year.

COACH NORTON A BIG
MANAGER OF DEBATING
FACTOR IN SUCCESS OF
CONTRIBUTES MUCH TO
PACIFIC DEBATING TEAM
SUCCESS OF SEASON
Large Debating Squad Shows Results Debate Manager Arranges Many an
of Efficient Coaching
Interesting Debate for Pacific
Teams
Without a doubt, the most important single factor in the success ot the
When Harold Milnes was told of
1923 debating season has been the un his selection as Manager of Debat
tiring and ceaseless work ' of Coach ing for this year, to fill the term of
Oliver E. Norton. This was Coach the manager-elect who had left school
Norton's second year as Coach of de his reaction was—"Why pick on me?"
bating, but it was really the first year He was very frank to admit his pro
that he had a chance to demonstrate found ignorance of the field of de
his remarkable ability along this line. bating, and his lack of experience in
Starting the season with but three managing such a program as we
men of any experience whatever, he wished to carry out. He was pre
has turned out a squad of ten men vailed upon to accept the responsibil
of no mean ability and experience. ity, however, and undertook the task.
The work of breaking in new mater How he has succeeded, is shown by
ial to represent a college on the fo the year's achiements.
rensic platform is of no small diffi
The way was- not easy, by any
culty, but Pacific's coach has done means. He had to learn all the rudi
that this year, and Pacific has been ments of the forensic relations be
able to defeat teams from other col tween colleges, and how to schedule
legiate institutions which have had contests and arrange contracts. He
vastly greater experience than the asked innumerable questions, and
most experienced of the Orange and read all the old correspondence he
Black teams.
could find, and jumped into the job.
Professor Norton gained his prac The writer has seen a good deal of
tical experience on the debating plat the correspondence carried on by the
form, representing first Yankton Col manager this year, and can vouch for
lege, of South Dakota, and then our the task involved. The start was late
own college. His work for these in and the information at hand was
stitutions was always characterized meager, and in some cases it was nec
by his quick and logical thinking, essary to duplicate previous efforts.
both in constructive and rebuttal ar Of fifteen debates scheduled, thirteen
guments and by his pleasing and will have been held, and in regard to
forceful delivery.
these, the average number of letters
We are still handicappd at Pacific involved is probably near a dozen,
by not having a coach who can de each. Then add a vast number of
vote all of his time to forensic and other communications relating to con
oratorical activities, but in spite ot tests which were not finally scheduled
the fact that the coach is also the in and an estimate can be obtained of
structor of public speaking, he has, the work involved.
by giving unstintingly of his time
Entering upon his task with a hand
outside of class hours, put over a de icap, he carried it through to a suc
bating program which in size and suc cessful completion, and, indeed, has
cess would have been thought unbe gone farther, and laid the ground
lievable a year of two ago.
work for a Forensic League, to paral
The formation of the Monday af lel the Athletic League of which Pa
ternoon class in debating has also cific is a member. His work has not
been an important step in the ad been above criticism, as indeed, none
vancement of debating at C. O. P. ever is, but Milnes is ready to accept
This class, composed of the members criticism, and admits that it might
of the debate squad, meets weekly to have been better, and indeed in this
discuss debating problems and to also, he is exceptional.
have practice debates. Where dual de
No account of his managerial duties
bates are to be held the teams oppose would be complete without mention
each other on their regularly ap of his work on the platform, which
pointed sides. When the debate is is an added credit to him.
not dual, a team is chosen on the op
His first
appearance was in the
posite side of the question, and this Forum debate, and since that time,
team works up opposition, so that he has been in four interlcollegiate
when the time for the forensic-en contests, including the Modesto af
counter comes, Pacific's teams are fray, yet to come. He has in the five
ready for both sides of the question.
contests, discussed four questions, a
This class, the squad system, the task under which he has groaned and
system of expert judges, are a few of grumbled, but carried on. Milnes will
the many and advantagous changes be one of the mainstays of the debat
Coach "Ollie" has brought to the fo ing squad next year.
rensic activities at Pacific. Pacific stu
Such a man is not met often. More
dents as a whole may be thankful, as power to his vocabulary!
is every member of the debating
squad, that we are able to have as
our coach of forensic as capable a Pacific Preachers
man and as faithful a coach as "Ollie"
Conduct Church Services
Norton.
Efficiency at 515 Bank of San Jose.

«
DORMITORY TEA
Sunday afternoon Helen Guth Hall
celebrated the last "open-house" of
the year with a tea given by the jun
ior girls in honor of the seniors.
During the program, which con
sisted of piano selections by Lucille
Carmichael and Cornelia Buttles, and
vocal selections by Lucille Fox and
Margaret Stout, delicious cake and ice
cream were served. About 125 stu
dents and their friends dropped in to
enjoy the afternoon and pay their re
spects to the seniors.
Go where the students
Bank of San Jose.
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515

Four members of the Pacific
Preachers had charge of the services
in the College Park Church last Sun
day morning. They were Frank Delmarter, Darell Van Lanen, Manford
Bennett, and Fred Busher. Mr. Delmarter proved that he can preach
quite as effectively as he can play
baseball and Mr. Busher gave a pleas
ing vocal selection. Millard Cunning
ham played a violin solo.
The Pacific Preachers is an organi
zation of about fifteen young men and
two young women, Pacific students
who are preparing to make the minis
try or some kindred form of definite
Christian service their life work.
Once during each year the organiza
tion is to have charge of the Sunday
morning worship in the College Park
church.

EAT WHERE COOKING
IS MADE A BUSINESS

HOTEL MONTGOMERY
DINING ROOMS
Facilities for Banquets

COMMERCIAL, SAVINGS
TRUST
COMPLETE BANKING
SERVICE
GARDEN CITY BRANCH

MERCANTILE TRUST
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CALIFORNIA
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CANELO BROS. 8c STACKHOUSE CO.
THI ARCADE

Shampooing

Marcel and Water Waving

Manicuring

CASTLE'S
Scalp Treatments

Hosiery
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Imported Hair Goods
Telephone San Jose 355

70 SOUTH FIRST STREET

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

PACIFIC AGENCY

RED STAR LAUNDRY

CURTIS & MALONE, East Hall
Collections, Monday and Wed.
Student Agents

TWO-DAY SERVICE
Deliveries, Wed. & Sat.
Mending Free

We Solicit a Share of Your Business in Young Men's Suits
and Overcoats
and
_
Men's Furnishing
78 FO U T H FI R S T
Goods

Cunningham & Son

"The Best of Service"

"The Best of Goods"

SAVOY GRILL

Phone San Jose 4696
25 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

KEEP A RECORD OF THE
COLLEGE YEAR
A limited number of complete editions of

Pacific Weekly
attractively bound in orange and black. Only a few left,
sign up at once in order to secure a copy
Sign with
V. G. Howard,
Manager

Thelma Riedelbauch,
News Editor

K. MacKenzie,
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The Hale

BeautyParlor
on

Vanity Bridge
Is now ready to serve you
Clean, new, sanitary, im
proved equipment.
Competent, capable oper
ators.
All the newest hair goods,
finest qualities.
Every service of a Beauty
Parlor performed unusually
well.

140 South F i r s t S t
San Jose

The

Forum

Opens Debating

Season Against Stanford

Wonder Millinery_

LOCAL TEAM DEFEATS
OCCIDENTAL DEBATERS

The debating season was opened
officially in the first semester, when
Pacific Emerges Victor in Hard
Hat, Flower and Feather Store
A° r u m . debating Society engaged
Battle
108-110 S. First Street
tne Nestona debating society of StanIK IT Co T?
- ~
„
~J d University on our own platform.
* " a n Fernando Street, San Jose , T Question was "Resolved: That
On the evening of April 16, the Oc„
—„—„—„——•— the United States Government snould cidental team met Pacific on our
take over and operate the coal mines." home platform. The question for disSan ose 2365-J
Ilie affirmative was upheld by the cussion was "Resolved: That the
Pacific men, Mr. Harold Milnes and United States adopt a cabinet parliaCharles Blydenburg, while the Stan- mentary system, similar to that in
ford representatives, Messrs. Farley Great Britain." Occidental was repGuns, Ammunition, Cutlery
and McCafferty, handled the negative resented by two accomplished speakBoth Pacific men were e r s who Had just returned from a
Fishnig Tackle, Sporting Goods arguments.
raw material, in a debating sense, this t o u r of the middle west. They up27 POST STREET
being their first debate on a college held the affirmative, and Pacific
platform. The judges for the evening handled the negative. Bernreuter and
San Jose, California
were Judge Sontheimer, E. K. John- Owen defended Pacific's standard, beston, and Judge John Richards of the > n R two of our foremost debaters.
Supreme Court.
And right well did they defend, for
As it was the first forensic fray of they romped home on a one to noththe year, the attendance was unusual- > n R decision.
Professor Alden of
D R Y GOODS
ly good, and the question at the time Stanford University, acted as expert
interested most of the students.
judge for the evening. The system of
52-54 S. First St., San Jose, Cal,
Milnes led off for the affirmative, expert judging has now been tried in
t
explaining the present conditions, and w 0 of our debates this year and
Phone S. J. 250
showing that such a step was neces- found to be very seccessful and efcary. His enunciation was very ficient.
good and was easily understood. FarThis was one of the really "big"
ley followed for the negative display- debates of the year. Occidental has
Formerly Maynard's
a
ing evidence to prove that a move
reputation of high standing in fosuch as this was unwise, from the rensic circles, and a battle royal was
BOOKS
economic
standpoint.
Blydenburg
of
expected.
The expectation was fully
STATIONERY
Pacific finished
the
constructive realized. All four men were strong,
FOUNTAIN PENS
speech for the affirmative, demon- forceful speakers, and all impressed
and EVERYREADY PENCILS
„
strating how satisfactorily nationali- ^he audience favorably with their abilT
114-116 SO. FIRST ST.
n Jose
z a t; o n c o u ld be adopted in this coun- 'ty.
try. His material was excellent, and
The first
speaker for Occidental
PhoneSan Jose 4640
his speech showed careful training, started the affair by demonstrating
McCafferty for Stanford, closed and i n a persuasive and clear tone the
summed up his arguments in a very many and obvious faults in our presstriking and convincing manner. He e n t f o r m ° f government. That a
Prescription Druggists
clearly showed his previous experi- change was needed, he ably proved,
KODAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES ence and practice on the forensic plat- a r , d brought out with remarkable
DEVELOPING and PRINTING
form.
clearness that our governmental sysThe rebuttals were very good, both. ' e m w a s obsolete and a new, modern
75 North First St.
San Jose, Cal.
from viewpoints of material, refer- form of government, such as was in
ences, and deliverv. McCafferty of f° r c e in Great Britain, was needed in
the negative and Milnes of the affirm- the United States. His speech was
ative, closed their speeches with an yery agreeable to his. listeners and
appeal for their respective argu- impressed them well,
Manufacturers of
Bernreuter, of the negative fol
ments, a plea which held their hear
FANCY CREAMERY BUTTER
ers. The decision was close, the neg lowed. "Bob" has a pleasing way
about him and soon had the audience
ative winning by a 2 to 1 vote.
AND ICE CREAM
and judge leaning his way. He told
Phone S. J. 46
We Deliver
of the many faults of the parliament
Extensive Plans Made
ary system, and that these faults
For Next Year's Squad would be present to a great extent if
the svstem were adopted by the
The prospects for the next forensic United States. That it was wrong in
NEW ERA BOOK STORE
season, from the viewpoint of the Pnnciple, was the theme upon which
.
"
i
t
• •
l a / t n
n r A i m / 1
h i e n e m i t n o t i r e
nn H * v i / \ e f
squad, are exceptionally promising. Bob proved his arguments and most
H. A. JOHNSON
pleasing
did
he
do
it.
_ T
With eight experienced men to begin
The second speaker of the affirma
237 N. First St.
.Phone a. J. 1854 w itj 1 , the squad should easily reach
twelve or fifteen members. But with tive spoke with a smooth, fine tone.
L. Hiance
U. Bessiere only twenty-five experienced auditors, He put on each word and sentence
No Odor Process
the prospects of student-bodv support a finished touch, which added greatly
o
n
his
effectiveness. Besides
are not so.good. The squad is onlv lto
's eirecnveness.
Besides his
nis
one-half of the fighting force, and if smooth delivery his material was of
.. .
L.
tin
hnct
on/-1
PAirnroH
mont
ca <ant
it were possible for Pacific to win the best and covered many salient
seven out of twelve encounters this points. He showed how easily and
year, with the limited support, w'iat satisfactorily an defficiently the Eng
may we not expect next year, if the lish system could be introduced into
this country and quoted valuable
squad is given adequate backing?
The program is necessarily still in authorities to prove his arguments.
Cleaners of Quality
up
definite, but
ucllliiic,
uui our
uut plans
utdtia are
die not. Unii- He aptly. summed
...
- his constructive
.
der consideration at the present time arguments with a strong appeal,
CURTIS & MALONE, East Hall
e n / a « of Pacific debaters, folare
plans
directed
toward
the
forming
.
°^
RAMONA WOODWARD
of a league including the same insti- l o w e d ' b ° t h summing up the negative
Girl's Dormitory
San Jose, CaL tutions as the present C. C. C. does in ^ r g V™ e " t s , a n d . proving beyond a
Student Agents
J
'
athletics. This would insure an am- d ?, u b t h a t American spirit and law
did not desire such a recommended

F. SCHILLING AND SON

F.W. GROSS AND SON

HILL'S BOOK STORE

WAGNER DRUG CO.

Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils
Drafting Outfits School Supplies
Program and School Printing

MELVIN, ROBERTS AND SAN JOSE CREAMERY CO.
HORWARTH
SAN JOSE TRANSFER CO.
P. R. WRIGHT, Agent
Phone S. J. 863

HESTER CREAMERY
Ice Cream and Sodas
Lehnhardt Candies
Chatterton Bakery Goods

1121 The Alameda

Phone 401
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LIBERTY SKATING RINK
ROLLER SKATING
Private Parties Monday Nights
Over Liberty Theatre
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
mini ii ii n ii in i nmiiiiiimi i ii iiiiiiii hi inn

JEWELRY OF QUALITY
Service the Best
Omgea P h i Alpha,
Philomusia Pins
W. C. LEAN, Jeweler
First a n d S a n Fernando S t s
iiiimimiimmmmiimmmiimiimimm

BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD

PACIFIC
STUDENTS
r f i l / l r l v J1UDL1HJ

Pacific Advertisers make your Paper
Possible. Help your Paper by patronizing those who patronize you.
Let us make your Graduation Photos.
We give half rates and one 7x11 en
largement with each dozen ordered.

W

" atureo?the prospective
program include the sending of two
teams to the Pi Kappa Delta convention in Peoria, 111., one team to go
east by the northern route, while the
other makes its way east through the
southern and Atlantic seaboard states.
At the convention we aim to enter the
national championship contests and
confidently expect to be placed at the

f. h a n * e .' b u t ,. o n t h e C O n t T W °P?.^ d
H's dehvery was all that Bill
^ ^ t C l foV when n "Bin" wants'to
^
c a n ^eak
emphatically Tad con
n.e .
, s P e %$> empnaticauy ana con
vmcindy. He closed the negative
c a s e w l t h a clear-cut plea for our own
s y ;L5 m ' , .. ,
.,
T
f he rebuttals were excellent pieces
^ ^ S n g ^ y ^ o f "fifht^d

To put over this program requires a . c , t i o n - s t r i v i n g h a r d t o f , w i n ' i 0 1 ! ^ money and men, and incidently worn- c l b c °, n c e m o r e c a T e through with a
en, for we fail to see why the women J*" 1 ' however,, adding to our list of
- - not represent Pacific
— - - on the
forensic victories.
should
platform as well as they do on the
Official Photographer basketball court, so let us all work
Haircutting our specialty.
515
that the greatest forensic year in PaBank of San Jose.
41 N. 1st St., San Jose
cific's history may be realized.
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capable debater. Three out of the
four of his debates this year have
been victories, a very good record.
Milnes, who has been ably acting
as debate manager this year, has im
proved surprisingly in one year of de
Haydg ""Apiece to ta Kriucrf bating. He puts himself completely
into his subject whenever he speaks,
being sincere and convincing. Jack
The final oratorio performance of son is a rapid-fire warrior who just
the year will be: given Sunday May overflows with words and ideas. To27 at. 3.15
Haydn s Creation is tne
offering and lovers of this beautiful,
dignified, and melodious o r atono will
welcome the opportunity of hearing
it once again.
niarP as

LAST ARTIST CONCERT
THE CREATION TO BE
OF SEASON ON TUESDAY
GIVENNEXT SUNDAY
J,„i,

C i ^ « . . Sin, Here

The fourth and last number of the
College ot
the facihc
Artist Course
course
College
of the
Pacific Artist
will be given here Tuesday May 29
at 8:15 P. M. The artist of this ocr-acinn !c Tpqqie Isabel Christian coloratura-soprano and the recital' will
be part of a Festival consisting of
three performances. All students

SS-LTEStttA
given one.
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HARD BATTLE LOST
TO WILLAMETTE
If Pacific had defeated Willamette
in debate, she would have beaten a
school which has a long record of
famous debaters. Instead, they lost
a glorious battle by a three to nothing score, on the question of the
League of Nations. "Chick" Stevens,
Harold Milnes, and "Bill" Owens opposed the United States entering any
such entangling alliance.
From the outset, the debate was a
fast one, both teams showing unusual
form in word slinging. Probably the
high point man was Harold Milnes,
who surely hands out an enormous
amount of material when he gets
properly wound up.
A the first crack of the chairman's
voice, the introductory speaker for
the affirmative was off. His speaking
voice was pleasant and his argument
convincing, taking the upper hand of
the debate right at the beginning,
Then Stevens spoke for Pacific, showing that he not only could accurately
juggle a football or a basketball, but
he was also an accurate word tosser.
He was a bit nervous in the first part
of the discussion but as soon as he
got warmed up he began to shoot
home many an argument that made
the affirmative think a while before
answering.
. t
The second speaker of the Pacific's
opposition came back strongly. His
floor work was excellent, covering a
vast amount of territory in a short
time. However, he certainly met a
rival for speed in Harold Milnes, who
was the second speaker for the nega
tive. In fact, Harold was so fast that
he often shot over the heads of the
audience
we
over
. , although
„
„„ hope
. , ,not
the
his argudie judges. He presented hs
g ments in a very forceful manner, his
points telling strongly against l
p? ? i ® £ Y ? n ; j
Willamettes third speaker P r °v
:o be their best man. He had a deep
•ich voice and a winning manner in
ns speaking He was the hign point
nan for Willamette, scoring leav y
igainst Pacific. Gestures, voice, manaer, were all in his favor and he made
he arguments likewise. He was the
nost convincing orator yet heard this
ieason. Then up rose Bill Owen,
ind with a smooth, cool and pleasing
irticulation, disproved - many of the
opposition's arguments/at the same
ime forcefully bringing out his own
joints. Bill is not a fast man but is
jne of these steady dependable
guards, who repeatedly breaks forth
ind shoots over a point with remarktide accuracy and clearness. In this
debate he was the backbone of the
negative team.
The rebuttal was like the extra periods in a basketball game. Words
came amid torrents of brain sweat,
with every man striving to do his best
to finally outwit the other man. Arguments were upheld and torn down,
and when the final word had been
said evervone felt that it had been a
great battle and-that whichever side
won, did so gloriously, and whichever side lost, did so with honor.

well as audiences. The beautiful and
descriptive solos, and the impressive
and brilliant choruses, and the excep
tionally high literary quality of the
text all combine to make it unusually
attractive.
The College Chorus and Orchestra,
of over 125 members, will endeavor
to continue the high standard of performances which audiences have come
to expect from the choral work here,
The soloists for the occasion will be
Marion Brower, coloratura-soprano
of Oakland, Chester Herold, tenor
and W. E. Johnson, baritone, both
of San Jose. Mrs. Brower has many
admirers in San Jose, having been
heard here at several private affairs,
and the beautiful quality and exceptional agility of her voice make her
appearance one of unusual interest,
The work of Mr. Herold and Mr.
Johnson is too well known to San
Jose audiences to need comment. In
the solos for The Creation they have
ample score for their unusual talents,
Following the usual custom admission to the performance will be
by ticket. These tickets^ are free and
can be secured at P. R. s They will
entitle the holder to a seat if presented before 3 o clock. Holders of
season tickets to the Artist Course
will have their seats reserved for
them up until the same hour,
*
AR1 Ji*Xril.Dll
The art studio is planning to have
an exhibition of all the student art
work of the year just before examinations begin. The exhibit promises to
b e interesting and will be worth while
visiting.
SAGEBRUSHERS GO DOWN
(Continued from page 1.)
silence while the chairman read,
"Negative,
Negative, Affirmative."
"Mac" and "Pinky" made many queer
some undignified mo
soundS; and
t | Q n s > b u t t b e y w e r e to be pardoned
c o n s i d e r ; n g they had won for Pacific
a t w o t o one decision against the
gagebrushers, the Orange and Black's
traditional riVal.
train carried them
m idnight
Q u f o f N e y a d a b a c k i n t o California
a n d t b e y a r r i v e ( j home in time for
hmch Saturd
noon,
1
o
D U AL DEBATE TONIGHT
(Continued from page 1.)
world concept, of international relations, being stated, "Resolved: That
the United States should enter the
League of Nations.' Whether or not
it is possible to enter the World
Court without taking membership in
the League is one of the phases which
will be discussed.
Pacific has excellent chances for
success for McKaig and Parsons are
to uphold the affirmative and Milnes
and Jackson the negative.
All of
these men have had a great deal of
debate experience and are indeed
worthy of upholding the honors of
our college.
McKaig is in his_ second year of
intercollegiate debating. He has an
exceptionally good delivery and will
give the Modestans much to think
about. Parsons, his teammate is new
to debating this year, but is a very

gether, the two should be able to
completely frustrate any advances of
their opponents.
The men have been working hard
on the subject and are deserving of
our best support. Let's back 'em up!
o
She—How dare you? Father said
he would kill the first man who kissed
me.
He—Well, did he?

STUDENTS, ATTENTION!

Typewriters rented—1 month, $3; 3 months, $8.
We are distributors for the CORONA and REMINGTON
Portable Typewriters.
Rebuilt Typewriters of all makes sold on easy payments. Cleaning,
repairing and rebuilding.

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
24 So. Second Street

Phone 349

D. C. Ahlers, Mgr.

i>;triup
Santa Clara and Market

HEADQUARTERS FOR PACIFIC MEN

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
HATS and CAPS

For years this store has been the place where Pacific men
have found their clothing wants supplied with merchandise
that shows plainly its value and service

GIRLS
We save you money on your SHOES by walking upstairs— We
have a complete new stock of all the smart styles for fall—high grade
shoes at very reasonable prices. Ladies upstairs.

ECONOMY SHOE STORE
85 SO. FIRST STREET
OVER ARCADE

SAN JOSE HARDWARE CO.
GRIPSURE BASKETBALL SHOES $3.75
BASKETBALL PANTS, FRESH 1923 TENNIS BALLS

56 West San Fernando

Next to P. O.

THE EXCELLENT

COLLEGE DAIRY LUNCH
Try our finest cooking and the best home-made pastry
21 EAST SAN ANTONIO ST., Near First
Everything New and Clean
Quick, Courteous Service

